In the Kings Name (Richard Bolitho 16)

Bolitho adventure from our best-loved navel writer, Douglas Reeman writing as Alexander
Kent.It is January 1819, and Captain Adam Bolitho ships out from Falmouth bound for
Freetown, on the old the slave coast of Africa. H.M.S. Onward carries sealed orders in the
strongbox below deck. But why all the secrecy and apparent urgency? And why Onward, so
soon after the Mediterranean, and that bloody action with Nautilus? On their way back into
port having completed their mission, the crew of the Onward spy the debris of an allied frigate,
destroyed as if taken by surprise. Bodies are strewn among the shark-infested waters and no
enemy in sight. A single word frozen on the lips of the dead. Mutiny. The men begin to
question who is friend and who is foe. All is not well aboard the Onward; envy and hunger for
power consume some of the crew, but they must band together and risk their lives, in the name
of the King. A searing and gripping tale of trouble on the high seas, and of the weakness of the
human spirit, In the Kings Name heralds the return of our greatest living maritime writer and
the legendary Adam Bolitho.. All is not well aboard the Onward; envy and hunger for power
consume some of the crew, but they must band together and risk their lives together, in the
name of the King. A searing and gripping tale of trouble on the high seas, and of the weakness
of the human spirit, In the Kings Name heralds the return of our greatest living maritime writer
and the legendary Adam Bolitho.
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Dimensions: mm x 16mm x mm Alexander Kent It is January , and Captain Adam Bolitho
ships out from Falmouth bound and of the weakness of the human spirit, In the King's Name
heralds the return of our. Filled with high-seas intrigue and sharp tensions, this nautical novel
takes an intense voyage into the heart of Napoleonic-era Africa. The year is and.
In the King's Name has ratings and 12 reviews. As I began this book, I suddenly realised that I
had first read an Alexander Kent novel Aug 16, Alexander Kent is the pen name of Douglas
Edward Reeman, who joined the British Navy at 16 and eventually rose to the rank of
lieutenant. He has taught. The Richard Bolitho book series by multiple authors includes books
Richard Bolitho - Midshipman, Command a King's Ship A Tradition of Victory - Book # 16 of
the Richard Bolitho In the King's Name - Book #30 of the Richard Bolitho. The Bolitho novels
are a series of nautical war novels written by Douglas Reeman They focus Richard Bolitho is a
fictional Royal Navy officer who is the main character in a Reeman says that he borrowed the
name Richard Bolitho from a real person, . 16) A Tradition of Victory, , ISBN , Sword of
Honour: The Richard Bolitho Novels by Alexander Kent Paperback CDN$ Start reading In the
King's Name (Richard Bolitho 16 Book 30) on your.
Find great deals for In the King's Name by Alexander Kent (Paperback, ). Shop with
confidence on eBay!.
In the King's Name: shakethatbrain.com: Alexander Kent, Audible Studios, Christian Rodska:
Books. In the King's Name (Richard Bolitho 16) and over one million other books are . This
book by Alexander Kent was #28 in an excellent series.
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the file, just click download, and a file of a book is be yours. Click download or read online,
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